Abbreviations {#nomen0010}
=============

COPD

:   chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

CT

:   computed tomography

18-FDG-PET

:   18-fluoro-deoxyglucose positron emission tomography

LUL

:   left upper lobe

LLL

:   left lower lobe

RUL

:   right upper lobe.

Introduction {#sec1}
============

Mediastinal lymphadenopathy in combination with lung cancer is suggestive for lymph node metastases. However, lymphadenopathy may have an other cause which may result in a totally different diagnostic, therapeutic approach and prognosis.

Case report {#sec2}
===========

A 75-year old male with COPD (Gold II) and a smoking history of 50 packyears underwent a CT-scan for an abdominal aortic aneurysm. Three parenchymal lesions were seen (LUL, LLL, RUL), as well as enlarged mediastinal lymph nodes. Subsequently, 18-FDG-PET images showed uptake in both lesions in the left hemi-thorax and intense multilevel bilateral mediastinal FDG uptake in lymph nodes. The 5 mm Ø lesion in the RUL showed no FDG avidity. Transthoracic needle biopsy of the Ø 3 cm lesion in the LUL revealed a squamous cell carcinoma. During the multidisciplinary discussion at the referring hospital, it was concluded that patient most probably had stage IV lung cancer with intrapulmonary and mediastinal metastases. The patient requested a second opinion.

At our expert center, histology and imaging were reviewed. The PET uptake of the mediastinum was quite characteristic for a sarcoid-like reaction (see [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}) [@bib1; @bib2]. Based on images of the two parenchymal lesions in the left lung, synchronous primaries were considered. Mediastinoscopy was performed to exclude metastatic disease and histology confirmed a noncaseating granulomatous inflammation of the mediastinal lymph nodes without metastases ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Taking the patient\'s limited cardiac function and pulmonary reserve capacity into account, two wedge excisions of the lesions of the left lung and lymph node dissection were performed. The two resected tumor specimens were found to be originating from a single primary tumor, based upon morphology and immunohistochemistry: a 3 cm Ø undifferentiated large cell carcinoma of the LUL (R0) and a 0.6 cm Ø undifferentiated large cell carcinoma of the LLL (R1). The final pathological staging was therefore pT4N0M0R1. The patient was followed at regular intervals. Repeated CT-scans did not show any sign of recurrence, while the enlarged lymph nodes did not change over time. Ultimately, almost 3 years after the initial second opinion the patient developed brain metastases and died.

Comment {#sec3}
=======

This case illustrates the importance and need for accurate staging with the ultimate proof of histopathological findings, despite the current developments in sensitive non-invasive imaging technologies.

In the presence of a malignant tumor e.g. lung cancer, PET positive lesions are not always synonymous with metastatic disease. Conscientious review of FDG-PET scans is therefore mandatory. Sarcoid-like reactions in mediastinal lymph nodes can be recognized, showing a typical FDG uptake pattern [@bib1; @bib2]. The exclusion of other diseases presenting with mediastinal lymphadenopathy e.g. infectious or idiopathic, together with histopathological examination are ultimately required for an accurate diagnosis.

Granulomatous reaction is a primary reaction pattern to injury, which can also be observed along with a malignant tumor, both in adjacent tissues and regional lymph nodes as a local or more generalized immune response to cancer cells [@bib3; @bib4]. Another cause for a false positive PET scan, like anthracosis, was recently published [@bib5]. Tissue sampling from both the tumor and the lymph nodes are mandatory and will determine definitive staging and subsequent interventions. To prevent clinical overstaging by underdiagnostics, extensive additional diagnostics based on histopathological findings are preferred.

![PET and CT scan. PET (alternation corrected and non-alternation corrected) and low dose CT images showing a pattern of bilateral hilar and mediastinal uptake in the lymph nodes, characteristic of sarcoid-like reaction, close to a parenchymal abnormality highly suspicious for a lung cancer in the left upper lobe.](gr1){#fig1}

![Non-caseating granulomas in one of the mediastinal lymph node. The granulomas are well formed and consist primarily of epitheloid histiocytes with multinucleated giant cells. These granulomas are characteristic of sarcoidosis lymphadenopathy. The pan-cytokeratin staining was negative, excluding a sarcoid-like reaction to tumor cells (not shown).](gr2){#fig2}
